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Remo Franceschini is an 

ex-New York cop with an 
attitude. He also can tell 99 

a pretty good story. 
Front the review of Ramo 

Frances:abler.; "A Matter of 
Menem One Cotes Lifelong Pursuit 
of John Gobi and the Mob" on K3. 
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RIP, conspiracy theories? 
Gerald Posner says Oswald alone 

killed JFK, and "the facts are 
incontrovertible." He is confident he 
has dosed the case. But, in fact, he 

has not — and nobody could.- 

Lie Haney Oswald posed in 

April 190 with the rifle he 
used to kill Kennedy. The 
assastut, in Poiner's view as in 
she Warren Comm:mares, war 

a rnaladjeured loner. 
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arald Posner, •1 foimer i 
Wall Street lawyer. Is an 
author with the most ma 
Mending hubrte. fh can-
lends that his new tenalt. 

Casa Closed, will do what lie title 
says close the case on the assaserintx 
non of President John F. Kennedy. 
Pouter's thesis is that Lae Harvey 
Oseeld did It ell by himesil 

"Wall. good lock. Mt Posner," I 
mid to myself es I sat down to read 
Casa Coml. My own opinion is that 
neither God nor whatever higher 
power one might seise:lb* to could 
=biro* Poems r's soot. Kennedy hav-
oc-top/ter Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. I 
Once described the welter of farm, 

• factolds and Inconsletenciel that 
make the Kennedy assassination the 
most fascinating murder mystery of 
out time as "a qtregmlre for Wan:wt- 

. 
It M. In Met a suss-mire for simnel 

anybody, Lars set If C,areid Posner 
Sinks In It 

Pane: is confidant that he Li In 
gelid groond. 

'Lee Her-ray ()maid driimt by Me 
own twisted end impenetrable fer-
iae. was lbe only hesesaltt it Dealay 
Piero on November St 1963," he 
wrtica 'I'n say otherwise, in light of 
the overwhelming evidence, ii to ab-
solve a moo with blood on ills tends. 
and to Mock the President be killed." 

Posner works very hard to show 
that Oswelekilled Kennedy alone 

The book inductee • chapter and 
an appendle on the Marren Commis 
ston's conctoelan that the first ballet 
to hit Kennedy eruct him high In 
the heck. weal through his throat 
and struck Teem Coy. John Connal-
ly. eonrel racy limorista have scoffed 
at the finale-ballet theory they hr., 
claimed thee Connelly wee bit by 
onto hot bullet. bred by [mother 
shooter Posner. citing evidence de-
volnped In recant year, by new tech-
nology, argues ibel the Warren Corn. 
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The President and 
Jacqueline Kennedy with 
Gov. John Connally in 
Dallas motorcade on 
Nov. 22, 1963. "Lee 
Harvey Oswald," writes 
Posner, ". . . was the 
only assassin at Dealey 
Plata" that day. 

mission was right (The subsequent 
shot that killed Kennedy hit the back 
of his head.) 

Posner attempts to debunk the 
work of the various conspiracy re-
searchers — a mixed bag of serious 
people who care about history; ob-
sessed people, who aren't necessarily 
wrong, and crazies — and even de-
votes a chapter to the psychological 
underpinnings of an apparent na-
tonal need to believe in a conspir-
acy. 

"The search for a darker truth 
than the lone assassin seems un• 
quenchable," Posner writes. But, he 
adds."... for those seeking the truth, 
the facts are incontrovertible. , 
Chasing shadows on the grassy knoll  

will never substitute for real his-
tory." 

In fact, Posner does not close the 
case and. indeed, nobody could. 
Questions remain to be answered 
about who Oswald really was. The 
most important question is whether 
be was trained as an agent by some 
branch of US. intelligence. Posner 
doesn't satisfactorily answer that 
question. 

Posner rests his case largely on 
who be thinks Oswald really was. 

"Understanding 10swaldl," Posner 
writes, and I agree, "is the key to 
finding out what happened in Dallas 
on Nov. 22, 1963." Posner views Os-
weld as pretty much the maladjusted 
loner portrayed by the Warren Corn- 

mission. 
Posner writes extremely well. His 

narrative about Oswald's life is 
worth the price of the book for those 
who are new to the subject. For 
those, like me, who have read the 26 
volumes of the Warren Commission 
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Mary Perot Nichols an adjunct 
prolessor of sot:al sciences a: New 
York University. teaches a course 
called "Who Killed JFK?" She is a 
former journalism professor and 
former president of WNYC. a 
communications group made up of 
New York City's three public 
broadcasting stations. She is working 
on a novel about the Cold War 


